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Deal (2013) discusses the phenomenon of external possession with plenty of crosslinguistic 
examples and proposes a typology that clusters the variety of structures into two major types: 
Type A includes languages with empirical evidence for possessor raising, possessor binding, 
or possessor control, while type B includes language-specific structures that trigger possessor 
movement due to information structure. The current paper looks into the external possessives 
in Bulgarian through the prism of Deal’s (2013) typology and attempts the identification and 
systematic analysis of several distinct structures.  

It general, Bulgarian possessives have two surface structures: one with a possessor embedded 
internally into the nominal expression (1) and one with a possessor positioned externally of 
the nominal expression (2). In both cases, the possessor is understood as the argument of the 
nominal expression and as the data show, both types are morphologically marked like dative 
(oblique) clausal arguments, a property independently observed also in Hebrew (Landau 
1999), German (Lee-Schoenfeld 2006), Nez Perce (Deal 2013), etc.: 

(1) DP-internal possession 
      a. (Az) xaresvam  [DP naj-novata   mu            naučna  statija] 
           I      like.1P.SG     est-new.the  him-DAT scientific article 
          “I like his newest scientific article’ 
  

(2) DP-external possession 
      a. (Az) mu            xaresvam  [DP naj-nova.ta  naučna  statija] 
           I      him-DAT like.1P.SG     est-new.the  scientific article 
          ‘I like his newest scientific article’   

Previous analyses of the Bulgarian external possessives (Dimitrova-Vulchanova/Guisti 1998, 
1999, Stateva 2002, Pancheva 2004, Harizanov 2011) treat the Bulgarian construction as the 
result of movement out of the DP into an a-thematic clausal position due to case-less DPs and 
inadequate Case checking. Krapova (2013), however, suggests for the first time that the 
external possessives in Bulgarian do not represent a uniform construction. By observing 
distinct locality effects such as: the preservation of idiomatic interpretation, distinct 
requirement for definiteness, extraction out of PPs (that is otherwise not possible in the 
language), clitic doubling, and affectedness reading, Krapova and the current paper provide 
support for two distinct external constructions – one that constitutes raising out of a DP-
generated possessor and one that simply has VP-generated possessor. In addition, the paper 
discusses cases of focalized external possessors that seem to fall under Deal’s type B group, 
in which possessors move to A-bar positions due to information structure (3): 
 

(3) a. (Az) xaresvam  [DP naj-nova.ta  naučna  statija   na Ivan] 
           I      like.1P.SG     est-new.the  scientific article of Ivan 
          ‘I like Ivan’s newest scientific article’ (lit. [the newest scientific article of Ivan]) 
 

      b. (Az) na Ivan xaresvam  [DP naj-nova.ta  naučna  statija] 
           I      of Ivan  like.1P.SG     est-new.the  scientific article  
          ‘I like IVAN’s newest scientific article (not Peter’s)’ 


